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The present paper focuses on two topics ttrat, evidently, have not been treated

in recent literature on Bulgarian verb morphology (except in Manova 2006):
1) Since publication of the Bulgarian Academy Grammar (henceforth BAG)
in 1983, some verbs have changed their conjugation, i.e. verbs originally belonging to the e-CONJ3 have moved to the r-CONl,i.g . mämrja,(I) murmur,, mämrei,
etc. according to the BAG, but mämrja, mämrii now (cf. the New Spelling Dictionary of Bulgarian, henceforth NSDB, published in2002); and
2) Since 1983, there has been a clear tendency toward preservation ofthe
stress pattern of the present in the aorist, i.e. PRES pisa, piiei etc. and AoF.pßax,

pfsa, etc. rather than pisax, pisö etc, with an end-stress (cf. BAG and NSDB).
This paper examines the implications of the two changes above for the organization of Bulgarian verb inflection. I contend that these changes are evidence
for root-based phonological organization of Bulgarian verb inflection, i.e. the paper confradicts the classical stem-based classification of Bulgarian (and Slavic) verbs.
The paper is structured as follows: section 1 establishes the number and
phonological properties of the verbs with altered conjugations; section 2 treats the
stress patterns ofthe present-day paradigm ofBulgarian verbs; section 3 discusses
the implications of the changes accounted for in the previous two sections and subsequently defines a system of inflection class assignment rules; and in section 4
conclusions are drawn.
1. Verbs in transition: from e- to r:conjugation
In Bulgarian, the citation form of a verb can terminate in -a, -ja or -m.
Generally, verbs ending in -a belong to coNJ I (e-verbs), verbs endin g in -ja to
coNJ [I (l-verbs), and verbs ending n -m, withvery few exceptions (e.g. znam'(r)
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know', znaei; dam'(I) give', dade{), belong to CONJ III((j)am-verbs), cf. Table 1
below. While the conjugation assignment rule for (j)am-verbs has nearly no exceptions, the same cannot be said for the rules for e- and i-verbs. A few 7a verbs
follow the e-pattem, instead of the expected i-pattern, and verbs terminating in
-äa/-öa/-ia can be found in both CONJ I and CONJ II.
According to the BAG, 23 verbs terminating in -Cja belong to CONJ I
(subclass 3 in BAG (Bg. razred 3)) with aorist inflection -ax, cf. the class of pijna
(CONJ I, class 2 in Table I below). Examination of the current present pattern of
those verbs, however, reveals that 13 of them have moved to CONJ lI: bd'blja'(I)
bable', bä'brja'(I) chatter', dö'drja'(I) jabber', zöbja '(l) feed', kä'luja'(I) simmer', mö'mlja'(I) mutter', md'mrja'(I) scold', pd'plja'(I) creep', trepörja'(I)
tremble', tä'trja'(I) drag' ,"fä fljo'(I) lisp', xä'xrja'(I) wheeze' , and cä'crja '(l)
trickle'. Note that all these verbs terminate in -ja and are stressed on the penultimate syllable, i.e. their citation forms exhibit exactly the same phonological characteristics as those of CONJ II, class 3 (i.e. the class of m{slja) in Table 1 below.
Thus according to the BAG, PRES bd'brja'(I) chatter', bä'bref / AOR bd'brax
and PRES trepörja '(I) tremble', trepörei / AOR trepörm, but PRES bä'brja,
bä'briY / AOR bä'brix and PRES trepörja, trepörii / AOR trepörix, according to
NSDB (cf. the mislja aorist pattem in Table 1).
Somewhat related to the above case of the 23 verbs in -ja are verbs such
as gloädja'(I) gnaw, pick' (subclass 4, CONJ I in BAG). Originally from the frst
conjugation, such verbs have developed alternative forms with a semantic split (a
fact noted in BAG and other sources on Bulgarian verb morphology). Consider:

(1)

Old pattern: glöädja'(I) gnaw, pick' , glöädei / AOR glözgm (cf. CONJ I,
class 2, Table 1)
Current patterns: glöädja'(I) pick', glöädii / AOR glöädix (cf. CONJ II,
class 3); glözgamo(I) gnaw', glözgai I AOF* glözgax (cf. CONJ III)

As already mentioned, a problem for the above formulated -a/-ja conjugation assignment rule are verbs terminating in -äa/-öa/-ia. Since :'oi'Bttlgarian *äja/
*öja/*ija are impossible for phonological reasons, -Za/-öa/-ia verbs occur in both
the e- and the i-conjugations. The CONJ I -äa/-öa/-ia verbs, however differ from
those in CONJ II morphonologically, namely CONJ I -äa/-öa/-{a verbs depalatalize
in the aorist, whereas CONJ II -äa/-öa/-Ja verbs preserve ä/ö/3 in their aorist forms,
as demonstrated in the next examples:

(2)

CONJI: PRES laiäa'(I )

sayo, kaZei

I AORlqizax / IMP

lcääex

IIMPER

kaäi
CONJ

II: PRES leäö'(l) lie' / AOR

leäax

/\NlP

leäax /ßvIPEF.leäi
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The following 27 verbs (26 in BAG), terminating in -äa/-öa/-Ja depalatalize in the aorist, i.e. are CONJ I verbs:

(3)

say' , lfäa'(I) lick', mdla '(l)
röZa'(I) cut' , xarfäa'(I) give away'
z g: lö'äa'(I) lie', striäa'(I) cut', std'räa'(I) scrape'
c k: bduöa'(I) bark', dd'vöa'(I) chew', mjäuöa'(I) mew', pldöa '(I) cry' ,
smüöa'(I) suck', süöa'(I) spin; suck', td'pöa'(I) tread on; stuff
,s
s: brf1a'(I) wipe', bö'ria '(I) wipe', mfriia '(I) smell', o-pä|a '(I)
girdle', pfia'(I) write', röia'(I) comb', ujdt\a '(I) fit (in)',ujdurd{ia
'(I) fabricate', ööia '(I) scratch'

z z: blfäa'(I) lick', vd'räa'(I) tie', kdäa'(I)
spread (on)' , nfäa'(I) string',

The rest of the -äa, -öa, -ia verbs belong to CONJ IL A handful
-öa, -ia verbs, however, manifest in both CONJ I and CONJ II:

(4)

of alI -äa,

CONJ I: röYa'(I) comb', röieY I AOF.rösax I frvIP röiex / IMPER re^ii
CONJ lI: röia'(I) comb', röiii I AOR rd,frx I IItl4P röJex / IMPER re,fi

NSDB lists both patterns of reia as existing in the current Bulgarian. Actually, examples such as those in (4) demonstrate the ongoing nature of the transition
under scrutiny in this paper.
2. On the role of the stress in Bulgarian verb inflection
We argue that in contemporary Bulgarian there is a clear tendency for preservation ofthe stress pattern ofthe present tense in the aorist, except in the class
with -o.x aorist (CONJ I, class 1, cf. Table 1). The tendency for preservation of the
stress pattern affects all three conjugations. Consider:

(5)

CONJ I: PRES sd'xna'(I) dry', sö'xnei, sä'xne
CONJ II: PRES rabötja'(I) work', rabötii, raböti
CONJ III: PRES risüvam'(I) paint', risüvai, risüva

and the respective AOR forms:

(6)

CONJ I: AOR sö'nax, sä'xna, sd'xna
CONJ II: AOR rabötix, raböti, raböti
CONJ III: AOR risüvax, risüva, risüva

rather than:

(7)

CONJ I: sä'xna-lSc PRES and säxnö-2&3sc AOR
CONJ II: raböti-3Sc PRES andrabotf-Z&3SG AOR
CONJ III: risüva-3sc PRES andriswd-Z&3sc AOR

Cf. the forms of these verbs in NSDB.
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In other words, one of the often-cited, very detailed classifications of Bulgarian verbs, that in Maslov (Macron 1982:220), recognizing 10 stress patterns (5
in CONJ I, 3 in CONJ II, and 2 in CONJ III) with 21 subtJpes and depending entirely on the stress changes through the paradigm, is now out of date.
It should be mentioned that in contemporary Bulgarian, forms with end
stress in the aorist appear stylistically marked as either archaic or dialectal. Actually, the only stress change still of importance to the paradigm of Bulgarian verbs
is that in the imperative: verbs with roots terminating in a -C receive stressed inflection (2 SG -i l2PL -öte),i.e. regardless of the stress pattern of their citation
forms, such verbs always have imperative forms stressed on the inflection (see Table 1, CONJ I and CONJ II).
Note that the stress pattern of the present tense (citation) form of a verb
determines the TM of the imperfect tense, since the imperfect TM is -ja, i.e. if the
inflection of the citation form of a verb is stressed, this verb has -ja TM in the imperfect and, if the root is stressed, -ja alternates with -e (cf. the imperfect forms in
Table

1

below).

3. Discussion: the inflection class assignment rules of Bulgarian verbs
Thus far, we have demonstrated that since publication of the BAG, two
significant changes have taken place in the inflection system of Bulgarian verbs:
1) 13 out of 23 CONJI verbs (class 2) terminating in the-unusual-for-this-conjugation -ja have moved to CONJ II (class 3), where -ia is the typical inflection of
the verb citation form; and 2) there is a clear tendency for preservation of the stress
pattern of the present in the aorist (except in the class with -ox aorist). These changes/
tendencies evidence a single base classification of Bulgarian verb inflection, i.e.
an analysis based on the present tense root (cf. Stump 200 1) rather than one which
assumes (i.e. lists) two bases, present stem and aorist stem* (each with a stress pattern of its own). The latter option is actually the _classical description of Bulgarian
(and Slavic) verbs. A root-based inflection class' assignment, as offered here, differs from conventional (morphological) assignment criteria in that it is entirely phonological. Consider: 1) termination of the citation form, whether 'a, -ja or -m;
2) termination of the root (= the form that remains when the inflection -al -jal-m
is removed), i.e. whether -C or -V, and if Z whether -o (cf. CONJ I, class 3 and
class 4 and CONJII, class 2 in Table 1); and 3)the stress pattern of the citation
form, i.e. whether on the root or on the final syllable (cf. CONJ I, class 1 vs. class
2 and CONJ II class 1 vs. class 3 in Table 1). Thus, 1 SG PRES IND, i.e. the citao

Some authors, e.g. Pa5ov

(llamor 1976:

49), speak even for three stems

-

present,

aorist and imperfect.

' We define inflection class with Aronoff (1994: 64) as "a set of lexemes whose
members each select the same set of inflectional realizations".
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tion form of the Bulgarian verb, seryes as input for inflection class assignment, but
the generation of the verb forms is root-based. (lrlote that citation forms are the only ones in the paradigm of Bulgarian verbs that can distinguish between the three
conjugations, cf. Table 1 below). The precise procedure includes the following
steps:

3.1. According to the termination of their lst singular present indicative
forms, we distribute Bulgarian verbs into three groups, coresponding to the three
traditional conjugations, i.e. taking into consideration that -a, -ja and -m are all
possible inflection suffixes of citation forms, we automatically assign verbs terminating in -a to CONJ I (i.e. TM -e in the present), verbs terminating in -ja to
CONJ II (i.e. TM -t in the present), and verbs in -mto CONJ III (without a TM in
the whole paradigm), see Table 1 below. These rules hold almost without exception for coNJ III verbs but have some exceptions with coNJ I & II verbs, the
most important being:
3.1.1. that -Vja is a typical termination for a CONJ I verb,6 unless the vowel is -o-. Verbs terminating in -oja belong to CONJ II; and
3.1,2. that -äa, -öa, -.ia verbs behave in an exceptional manner and should
be listed, but stressed -zä, -öd, -iä occur only in coNJ II. (Recall that in Bulgarian
*äja, *öja, *3ja are impossible);
3.2. Of importance to the further classification of the verbs are the forms
that remain after deletion of the three inflection suffixes -a, -ja and -m.In other
words, CONJ III constitutes an inflection class of its own, as the base left over after deletion of -m remains unchanged (i.e. no thematic material is added) in all
verb forms. Conjugations I and II, however, are subdivided fuither into inflection
classes, and every verb "detects" its inflection class depending on:
3.2.1. whether its root terminates in a -V or in a -C;
3.2.2. whether the verb root is stressed or notT (cf. classes I and.2 in CONJ I
and classes 1 and 3 in CONJ II), the stress pattern being preserved in the whole
tense paradigm (except in coNJ I, class 1) and determining the imperfect forms;
3.2.3. how many syllables the verb root has (cf. classes 3 and 4 in CONJ D.
The following facts support the correcüress of the system of inflection class
assignment rules offered here: some of the forms in the paradigm of Bulgarian

6In Bulgarian
verbal morphology, -va is always realized as -vja. (In word-final
position, -a combines with another vowel only in loans (nouns); and of all combinations,
only -oa, as in buräoa, and -ua, as tn Padua are possible, cf. Tilkov-Bojadziev (TnrxorBox4xuen 1990).
7

Homographic citation forms evidence the importance of stress placement as assignment criterion. consider: vä'ruja, vä'nii'(to) sfing' I vd'rvix AoR I vd'rvex IMp /
värv f - IMPER andvärujd, värvii'(to) walk'/ vdrujax
lvärujdx IMp I värv[
IMPER.

-AoR

-

-
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verbs lack TMs, which favors root-based analysis; our analysis successfully accounts for the recent changes taken palce in the paradigm of Bulgarian verbs; and
finally, there is the evidence of a phonologically governed inflection class system,
with the eight inflection classes suggested herein (cf. Table 1), generally matching
the traditional stem-based systems available in the literature (Pa5ov (flauron 1966)
with 10 classes; Andrejöin (An4peüvraH 1978) with 11 classes; and the BAG with
12 classes),8 in particular that of Maslov (Macnor 1982:220ff) with 7 main classes.
4. Conclusion
The present paper accounts for two recent changes in the conjugation of
Bulgarian verbs: 1) the shift of verbs terminating n -Cja from CONJ I to CONJ tr,
and2)the tendency for the preservation of the stress pattern of the present tense
in the aorist in the whole tense paradigm, except in the -Cd class (with ox-aorist,
i.e. CONJ I, class 1 in Table 1). Also, the implications of these changes for the verb
paradigm have been discussed, and, consequently, root-based phonological inflection class assignment rules for Bulgarian verb morphology have been proposed.
We assign a default status to the verb root but start with the citation form of the
verb. Since the citation form consists of a ROOT and an inflection suffix, the verb
root is extracted after removal of the inflection, the latter being -a, -ja or -m. The
main assignment criteria are termination of the citation form, termination of the
verb root (+l- C), stress placement and number of syllables of the citation form.
The analysis straightforwardly captures the two recent changes in the paradigm of
Bulgarian verbs discussed, and the postulated inflection class system conforms to
traditional stem-based descriptions.
Finally, the postulation of a system of phonological inflection class assignment rules for verbs leads to unification of the inflection class assignment rules in
Bulgarian. In other words, based on the phonology of the citation forms of nouns,
adjectives (it is well-known that the inflection of Bulgarian nouns and adjectives
is largely phonologically governed, cf. Manova-Dressler 2001; Manova 2003)
and verbs, one can predict all their inflection forms.
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Ta6ruua l: Bulgarianverb inflction
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